Sylvia Smith, FAIA, Senior Partner at FXFOWLE
Kea Distinguished Professor for 2014
ADVANCE Distinguished Scholar
“Studio Work: Themes and Variations”

Elizabeth Mossop, Spackman Mossop Michaels
J. Guy Lombardo, Jr. Memorial Lecture
“Urban Vitality; Designing Open Spaces to Remake Healthy Cities”

Steve Dumez, FAIA, Partner | Director of Design, Eskew+Dumez+Ripple
“Building Community”

Iñaki Aldayaki Alday, AldayJover Arquitectura y Paisaje
J. Guy Lombardo, Jr. Memorial Lecture
“Hyper-real Drivers”

Omar Blaik, Principal, U3 Ventures
Colvin Institute of Real Estate Development Fall Lecture
“A University in the City: Leveraging Real Estate to Reimagine College Park”

Karen M’Closkey, PEG office of landscape + architecture
J. Guy Lombardo, Jr. Memorial Lecture
“Synthetic Patterns”

Luis Callejas, LCLA Office
Henry Kibel Lecture | Exhibition Opening
“Islands and Atolls, Works 2011 – 2014” | Show runs, Sept. 2 - Jan. 5
Additional support provided by the Department of Landscape Architecture.

Jana VanderGoot, Vandergoot Ezban Studio
CAPAA Lecture (UMD Creative and Performing Arts Award)
Opening gallery talk and reception in Kibel Gallery
“Table in Rome: Forum as Planted Field” | Show runs, Sept. 2 - Jan. 5